NEW! now zip the proper grip on your golf club with PROP-O-GRIP

Now at last — a grip guide that requires no permanent installation, is ready for use in seconds. Prop-o-Grip is made of lightweight molded rubber, can be carried in pocket or golfbag. Ribbed projections guide fingers into position, thumbs rest easily and firmly against molded rubber grooves. Only ONE Prop-o-Grip is needed per set of clubs, because it can be transferred during play.

Retails at $1.95 in U.S.A.

ONE Prop-O-Grip serves a whole set of clubs — zips on and off easily.

PROPER position of left hand — thumb against molded projection.

PROPER position of right hand. Fingers rest naturally between projections.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

ELASCO, INC.
1944 E. Market St., Akron, Ohio
Please send me more information about Prop-o-Grip.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ________________

BOOK REVIEWS

CAN I HELP YOU? By W. J. (Bill) Cox.

The pleasant and portly Bill, member of British Ryder Cup teams in 1935 and '37, and one of the top teaching professionals of England, has put together in this book many of the questions and answers that have appeared in his department in Golf Illustrated of London. The material is very well illustrated.

This is one of the best jobs of collaboration between pupils and teacher in a golf book. Bill's students plainly set forth about every sort of problem to which the average golfer is heir (or heiress) and the professional gives constructive answers that aren't simply cold, dead print.

There is considerable reflection of American playing stars' contributions to simplification of golf technique, in Bill's scholarly solutions to his pupils' queries.

As far as we know there has been no golf book of this Q&A type done in the U. S. but there will be, as Cox has demonstrated it's a very helpful and interesting manner of treatment.